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The Feline Report For

Cassie Cat
15 May 2017

12:00 PM (Precise birth time not known)
Gold Coast, Australia

AbsoluteSoulSecrets.com
1300 850 196

Introduction

        Independent of mind and spirit, cats have always displayed outright indignant behavior at any attempt to
train them. Having a mind of their own and a highly changeable nature, cats are unlike any other animal
you've owned. The favorites of many, they are misunderstood by all. Astrology helps us to understand some
of the quirks these highly intelligent animals display.

        Are they good house pets or will they drive you crazy until, against your better judgement, you let them
out? Refined hunting skills and sharp instincts are common traits of most cats. Some are known for their
patience, or perhaps for nurturing others. Others just prefer your lap, or to lounge on the sofa until served
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their favorite meal.

        The many personalities we see displayed in these wonderful creatures are all part of the plan. Would
you automatically choose a beautiful Taurus Cat if you knew that Venus will always make her attractive?
Cassie Cat's chart can show you just how important some things are for her survival. What makes Cassie Cat
tick and what can she absolutely not do without? How can you add more enjoyment to Cassie Cat's life?
Does she need companionship or is she just as happy not sharing your attentions with another cat? These are
some of the questions we seek to answer when looking at our beloved feline's chart. Astrology can guide you
to get the most enjoyment out of your cat. Cassie Cat will thank you for it.

        There are 4 basic elements that make up a chart; they are earth, water, air and fire. If Cassie Cat has four
or more planets in one of these elements she is considered to have more than average. Applying a weight or
number to these planets, we can determine if the chart has tendencies that would be influenced by being
overweighted in that particular element. The Ascendant, Midheaven and planets on the angles are also given
a number, which is included in determining the makeup of a chart.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

        This birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth. For the
benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed below:

Sun     24 Tau 26               Saturn  26 Sag 38
Moon    10 Cap 06               Uranus  26 Ari 10
Mercury 29 Ari 06               Neptune 13 Pis 59
Venus   10 Ari 17               Pluto   19 Cap 15
Mars    16 Gem 11               N. Node 28 Leo 56
Jupiter 14 Lib 11

Calculated for:
Time Zone: 10 hours East
Latitude: 27 S 58   
Longitude: 153 E 25   

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction  :  7 Deg 00 Min
Opposition   :  5 Deg 00 Min
Square       :  5 Deg 00 Min
Trine        :  5 Deg 00 Min
Sextile      :  4 Deg 00 Min

Element Emphasis

Fire Sign Emphasis:  (Score of 9,5,1,5)

        Cassie Cat's strong personality can be a little overwhelming at times. "I am the Center of attraction in
this house - take notice of me," is what Cassie Cat seems to be saying to you. Proud of her hunting, Cassie
Cat will be sure to bring you all her catches so that you can praise her kindly. Cassie Cat is quite an explorer,
known to hunt far and wide until her tired body can take no more. Not one for hanging around much, Cassie
Cat would much prefer going out to chase prey. Keep Cassie Cat stocked with toys and catnip mice to keep
her entertained. She needs activity and will often initiate play with you or other animals in the household.
Her behavior could very well border on aggression toward other animals. Cassie Cat needs to feel like she is
number one, and has gone as far as using bad behavior to get her point across. Give Cassie Cat a place in the
Sun when she returns from long excursions. This will rekindle the fire energy Cassie Cat needs to feel
fulfilled.
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Sun

        The Sun is Cassie Cat's source of energy and vitality. Its placement in her chart indicates Cassie Cat's
true identity, which may or may not always be apparent. Just watch the façade that appears when Cassie Cat
is placed in the position of meeting newcomers. The side that she shows to others may be very different from
the one you saw a few minutes ago when you were all alone with her. And that's only after Cassie Cat trusts
you enough to show it. The basic needs and patterns in Cassie Cat's life are strongly influenced by the sign
and placement of the Sun. This is where Cassie Cat puts her best paw forward. This is what Cassie Cat is
really like when all barriers and inhibitions are removed. She gets recognition here sometimes, making a
visible difference in your world, too. You will always remember Cassie Cat by the characteristics displayed
by the Sun even if it's just a quirk or habit. Sometimes it is beneficial in naming your new kitten to use your
keen observation to help you find a suitable title to call her by. Try to determine what it is that makes her
stand out from the rest by discovering the Sun sign individuality of your cat.

Sun in Taurus:

        Cassie Cat loves her toys and little corner cat box you provide for her. The minute you try to change
something, expect Cassie Cat to retaliate with some bad habits. Don't try to throw that old beat up mouse
away because Cassie Cat will be very disappointed when it suddenly disappears from the spot she calls her
own. Cassie Cat can't be fooled - she knows where all her things are. A creature of comfort, Cassie Cat
prefers lounging on the divan to foraging for prey, anytime. Pretty and touchable, Cassie Cat is the type that
loves to be groomed and adorned with your praise. She is a bit lazy and self-indulgent. Cassie Cat wants you
to serve her food in a special way plus it has to be the best quality of cat food for her to be interested - just
store bought won't do. Keep this cat trim by forcing her to exercise, otherwise Cassie Cat will just get fatter
and lazier with age. Start good habits young. It still doesn't guarantee you'll get Cassie Cat motivated to
move from her catnip nap - sometimes only food can motivate her. Cassie Cat does well as a show cat where
others can admire how beautiful she is.

Mercury

        Mercury, the planet of communications, suggests how felines communicate with us. There are many
different forms of communication besides meowing. Body language will also give us clues into what our cats
want. But their most important form of communication is reflected in their ability to send messages
telepathically. Some cats are better at this than others but equally important is our receptiveness to such
information. We all know how Cassie Cat can get her point across when she wants to. Now learn what you
can do to facilitate greater sensitivity to what it is your cat has to say.

Mercury in Aries:

        Cassie Cat just wants to be the eternal kitten. Impulsive in action and movement, she has a quick
response to stimuli that surprises many a prey. With a strong desire to be on the hunt, she is the first to attack
foreign animals or felines that dare enter her territory. Cassie Cat is able to relate well with other, younger
animals and may be seen as a leader of the group.

Mercury Trine Saturn:

        These felines have a reasoning ability not even you can fully understand. They can outwait anything
their heart desires, obtaining results by sheer persistence. Rodents don't stand a chance at your house with
Cassie Cat standing guard all day. Cassie Cat feels it's her duty to protect you from anything that doesn't
belong in the territory. She works harder than any other cat you know. Soon there is a line of victims she has
left for your viewing at the front door. Cassie Cat is a survivor and any temporary misfortune will be dealt
with in the manner she sees fit. If ever lost or homeless, Cassie Cat will demonstrate a persistence that won't
allow her to starve.

Mercury Conjunct Uranus:

        This is one original kitty cat. No other feline will compare to the independent nature seen here. Cassie
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Cat is unconventional and probably doesn't understand that she is a cat. She is much more attuned to humans
yet she is unable to comprehend why telepathy doesn't always work with people. Cassie Cat's list of friends
goes on and on. A bit skittish at first, Cassie Cat learns control by being amongst her animal companions. A
very social nature and a receptive mind makes Cassie Cat a very special feline.

Venus

        Venus shows us how sociable Cassie Cat can be. It gives us a clue as to what she is attracted to. This can
range from inanimate objects to objects of desire. Venus exerts an energy that attracts you and others to
Cassie Cat like a magnet. How your feline returns this affection is revealed by Venus. Venus can determine
whether Cassie Cat has a pleasant disposition or is of a less affectionate nature.

Venus in Aries:

        Cassie Cat is aggressive in her affections, often grabbing you with both paws and giving you a playful
love bite. Cassie Cat lets you know she cares sometimes more than necessary. You may need to tell Cassie
Cat to back off a little, at least until you can find her a playmate of her own. She is the first to initiate play -
the whole game of winning you over is what Cassie Cat finds attractive. Her impulsive choice of friends may
cause concern when Cassie Cat is seen hanging out with the neighbor's sheep.

Venus Square Moon:

        Cassie Cat may have been separated from her previous owner for reasons unknown. Often coming from
a home where her sensitivity wasn't appreciated, Cassie Cat may have preferred no home at all, and this is
how she found you. She sometimes has difficulty expressing love to you and mistakenly thinks bad behavior
will get her noticed when she is otherwise being ignored. Eventually Cassie Cat learns to trust you enough to
show you how much she cares.

Venus Opposition Jupiter:

        Cassie Cat may have been given up for adoption and completely rejected by mother or partner for no
good reasons. A fine survivor on the outside, Cassie Cat may be covering up a fear of rejection. Her large
heart has been wounded and time and respect are the only things that will mend it.

Mars

        Mars shows how Cassie Cat expresses her energy and enthusiasm for life. Mars gives passion and
vitality to the place in the astrology chart where it is located.

Mars in Gemini:

        An active pacer, Cassie Cat is seldom seen slowing down. She is always observant of even the most
subdued sounds or activity. Curiosity thus triggers a continued demand for action. A lover of high places,
Cassie Cat suddenly might literally fly through the trees to catch her prey. Keep perches that are elevated in
your house so Cassie Cat can get a better perspective on things.

Mars Trine Jupiter:

        Cassie Cat has a regular route around the neighborhood where she visits many of her friends. These can
be human or animal but you can just bet that they will be strangers to you. She is a wanderer of long
distances - it may require a scare or two to keep her closer to home. Keep Cassie Cat's nails long so escape
may be facilitated when she is confronted in rough terrain. Cassie Cat's curiosity is greater than most and
sometimes gets her in trouble.

Mars Square Neptune:
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        Overeating and sleeping could cause Cassie Cat to become fat and lazy. Provide her with adequate
stimuli to get her motivated and off the couch. Keep a cat video handy for when you're away. Cassie Cat
needs encouragement to not be frightened of others; her imagination or fear may cause her unnecessary
problems.

Jupiter

        Jupiter is where the window of opportunity opens up for Cassie Cat. This is where Cassie Cat finds her
fun. Pleasant memories from these times provide a lifetime of happiness for Cassie Cat. Jupiter's influence is
truly beneficial in most cases but can also suggest an area of excess, with food being the major culprit.

Jupiter in Libra:

        Cassie Cat's need for partnership goes beyond the ordinary and is very important - the more the merrier
is how she feels. Cassie Cat has the ability to even make enemies get along. There will be no problems
between the species. Birds and dogs love Cassie Cat equally and readily provide their loving attention when
she speaks. Cassie Cat's exceptional, loving disposition is hard to resist.

Jupiter Square Moon:

        Clingy or aloof, Cassie Cat can be either way - depending on what strikes her. Are you deserving of her
attention? Then you have nothing to worry about. Slip up once and Cassie Cat lets you know it by snubbing
you in a very recognizable fashion. She is fond of overeating with a tendency to obesity.

Jupiter Opposition Venus:

        Cassie Cat's love of luxury could cause her to stray. Teach Cassie Cat healthy food habits which will
make her happy to stay home. Give her a mate to spar with, someone to adore her for the way she is, and not
take advantage of her generous affections.

Jupiter Trine Mars:

        Cassie Cat's enthusiasm is catching and soon all other animals in the household are participating in a
variety of antics to get your attention. Her ability to influence others will assist her through life. A lover of
travel, Cassie Cat may decide to escort you on a few journeys even when not invited.

Saturn

        Saturn shows us where there is restraint or obstructions in Cassie Cat's life. Saturn also shows us lessons
Cassie Cat needs to learn in life and how she might accomplish this. This is where Cassie Cat learns to be
resourceful and how to survive in life.

Saturn in Sagittarius:

        Cassie Cat is well trusted by all. Baby sitter to your children or other litters of kittens, she is a good
provider and teacher to all. She is athletically inclined - you might catch a glimpse as Cassie Cat runs by with
her latest catch. Is it volley ball she is playing, or just a playful game of possum?

Saturn Trine Mercury:

        An unusual amount of comprehension is shown by Cassie Cat. Words that you say in your head are
properly digested and reacted upon by her. A bit too serious at times, Cassie Cat may have to be shown how
to have fun. Give her a task that requires her to think or use skills that will increase accuracy. Playing catch
would be a perfect playtime game. Showing her how to retrieve should be easy.

Saturn Trine Uranus:
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        Cassie Cat is the leader of all the other animals in your household, including you. Her intuition is
extremely strong which helps her to develop plans to solve any problems. She is very ingenious and
inventive in all she attempts. Opening doors and cabinets is not a problem; even locks won't keep Cassie Cat
out.

Uranus

        Uranus demonstrates genius and intuitive abilities. Cassie Cat's independence is strongly influenced by
where Uranus falls in her chart. This is where Cassie Cat's talents lie - waiting for you to discover them by
subtle communication.

Uranus in Aries:

        Cassie Cat shows independent ambition that is unlike any other cat. She is very resourceful and capable
of withstanding long periods out on her own. This may be the situation that Cassie Cat is presented with
when offensive or misunderstood behavior gets her in trouble. Cast out on her own where survival of the
fittest is the main theme, Cassie Cat will usually fare well. Cassie Cat's desire to roam and her fondness for
change may contribute to the many different places she calls home.

Uranus Conjunct Mercury:

        This quick and agile kitty cat has a lot to say. Cassie Cat will amaze you with her speed as she does laps
around your living room. "Crazy like a fox" may be a good motto for Cassie Cat. Smart and intuitive, Cassie
Cat surprises you with her abilities.

Uranus Trine Saturn:

        A keen intuition allows Cassie Cat to communicate with little effort.  Before you know it you'll have her
signals down pat so that you never have to put up with the incredulous looks she gives you. Her indignation
can only go so far, and if looks could kill, Cassie Cat would win hands down. Cassie Cat is very ingenious
and can outsmart any plan you have for her. Her abilities will be more than surprising, particularly when it
comes to her ability to navigate through sheer air. A lover of high places, Cassie Cat would like an adequate
supply of cat trees to climb. The rescue squad and ladder may be necessary to retrieve her if she wanders too
near power lines and tall trees. It is best to keep this little darling indoors or her desire for daring aerial
endeavors could get her in trouble.

Neptune

        Neptune shows you where and how Cassie Cat spends her spare time. Where does Cassie Cat's
imagination take her when you are not there? Does she have a favorite escape that you are unaware of? What
fantasy truly inspires Cassie Cat and sends her to nirvana? Cassie Cat returns here often when stressed, or
just for fun. Neptune shows where she can achieve the same sensation with a little help from you.

Neptune in Pisces:

        Cassie Cat may have come from a shelter and have a retiring nature, but that does not stop her from
being well liked. She is the recipient of kind action as well as the one to give aid to others, and cheerfully so.
The most compassionate cat you've ever found, Cassie Cat usually is the type to give of herself regularly and
without fail. Cassie Cat's fantasy includes large bodies of water where she can watch as fish are caught and
fed to her fresh.

Neptune Sextile Moon:

        Cassie Cat can alert you to danger and has a special ability to understand things. Old beyond her years,
Cassie Cat may surprise you with her capabilities and wisdom. Cassie Cat inspires you to live your life to the
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fullest. She gives you reason to go on just with one look of those sensitive all-knowing eyes.

Neptune Square Mars:

        Cassie Cat acts on impulse, often placing herself in harm's way. Attuned to another realm, her senses
don't always acclimate her to reality. Keep her in a safe environment that has entertaining possibilities to
keep Cassie Cat feeling alive. Bring out the wild cat by introducing her to a new play toy that requires Cassie
Cat to be more creative.

Pluto

        Pluto is where Cassie Cat finds release from those powers that bind her. Old conditions that are no
longer useful are eliminated. Obsessive or compulsive behavior that needs to be eliminated or changed will
be here. Pluto forces Cassie Cat to deal with it. Pluto shows her how to transform for better or worse, and
you may be the most likely Pluto character in Cassie Cat's chart. An awareness that nothing is permanent
helps Cassie Cat accept the challenge that loss has brought her to where she is. Cassie Cat will find many
new beginnings where Pluto falls in her chart. A constant renewal and regeneration awaits her there.
Although not usually very malleable, Cassie Cat learns that this is where she must change to continue as
planned. Cassie Cat soon sees that change can be good when she senses the improvement in your acceptance
of her.

Pluto in Capricorn:

        Top cat for all to see, Cassie Cat has a magnetic personality that takes her far. Others need only be
submissive to receive the full attention of Cassie Cat. Give Cassie Cat the authority she requires to be
number one in your household. This may even include you. An excellent provider, Cassie Cat will be sure to
leave you little surprises on occasion, just to prove how well she can care for you.


